THE aim of this paper is to describe some of the key psycho-dynamic issues involved in a marital conflict and its attempted resolution in psychotherapy. We feel this is most vividly done through an account of a marriage which the writers have tried to help. We want to focus, in particular, on two distinctive aspects of our work in the Marital Unit of the Tavistock We infer that as a result of his influence she learned that intellectual skills could be used to protect her from re-experiencing the humiliation and helplessness she had felt when he had brutally set about improving her. Her sense of vulnerability was reinforced when her mother and father died before she had acquired independence.
which Mrs Bleak would rebuff.
Mr Bleak came from a family of strong women. The father was absent from the home for years at a time, and was left epileptic by a war injury. The mother ran the home and the family business. He has one sister who is another highly successful business woman and mother. When he was 10, he was evacuated from London and was extremely homesick. He has told us how his anger over separation from his mother was augmented by her failure to visit him when he had a septic leg, which he feared might have to be amputated. When he returned to his mother as a teenager, he was for a while angry and rebellious with her. Thus, he remembers making poisoned telephone calls to frighten her. He could not, however, maintain this angry attitude for long, and feels that he capitulated and became a compliant son to her.
From this we infer that he emerged as a young man accustomed to powerful women but that he also had reason to harbour considerable resentment towards them. Lacking the example of an effective father he had not learned how to distinguish masculine assertiveness from a destructive outburst of anger. He acted as if he feared that he could not be masterful without destroying the woman he loved. When he once described himself as a breast beater, we suspected that it was not only his chest but some woman's breast that he would like to strike.
Mrs Bleak came from a family where women were undervalued. She has several older sisters; then one much-prized brother, followed by herself, the youngest in the family. She has been able to tell us very little about her parents who both died when she was in her early teens. We gather that she felt unwanted and undervalued until the arrival in the family of a powerful, intellectual uncle who 'took her in hand'. He got her teeth and nose straightened and masterminded her education. She welcomed his interest in her, though she was left with the feeling that she was not acceptable and lovable as she was. We infer that as a result of his influence she learned that intellectual skills could be used to protect her from re-experiencing the humiliation and helplessness she had felt when he had brutally set about improving her. Her sense of vulnerability was reinforced when her mother and father died before she had acquired independence.
Thus, she emerged into adulthood uncertain of her acceptability as a woman. On the one hand, she was fascinated by powerful mentor-type men. On the other, she retained a resentment towards them and a fear that as a woman she might be weak and undervalued. We noticed that in the early sessions the two therapists came to adopt roles which at times were markedly different from each other's. JT felt impelled to be softer and gentler in her attitude towards the patients than she would normally be. HG, on the other hand, tended to make his comments in a manner which was rougher or blunter than is customary for him. The patients' perception of our behaviour, though more extreme, corroborated our impression that this was happening. HG was described by them as hurtful and aggressive; JT, by contrast, was seen as sympathetic. Take, for instance, one issue which came up repeatedly for discussionMrs Bleak's sexual refusal of her husband. This can be seen as an aggressive, castrating stance towards her husband but also as a protective reaction on her part to her fear of being hurt by men. While both of these components were obviously involved in her frigidity, we were struck by the fact that HG tended to focus on the aggression in Mrs Bleak's behaviour while JT pointed out the fear underlying it.
To put it another way, we feel that we were impelled to give a somewhat exaggerated expression to certain of our personal characteristics because these characteristics corresponded to the repudiated aspects of the patients' personalities. JT We are hoping that this time reality will be kinder to them in their present hesitant steps towards realizing a mutually enriching relationship rather than one which keeps them imprisoned by assumptions from their pasts.
